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Cat-Nr: PERVPUN2

Pervert Punishment 2

Artikel info:-

Again it&acute;s Knut. This time he gets into trouble with
Hardy. Hardy, a similar caliber as Moe, had his fun with Knut
before. In &ldquo;He is a bitch 2&rdquo; and &ldquo;Master
and Slave&rdquo; we saw what Hardy does to make his
opponents submissive. This hot afternoon it won&acute;t be
that easy. Since Knut wants to get rid of his looser image his
rivals had to expect much more fightback. And so in that fight
as well. Knut trains in front of the garages as Hardy comes by.
They check the scope of their biceps and thighs. Knut has
more and is proud of that result. Hardy has humiliated him
some times in the past but today he has no fear anymore.
That bothers Hardy since he likes to be the one in charge and
demands respect. Their last fight was some time ago and so
they want to check and see who is the stronger one now.
From the beginning on Hardy shows in which direction it will
go. He puts Knut into a headscissor, grabs his balls and
shows him the way. He uses things lying around to punish
Knut. An old antenna for example is used as a whip or and
mallet as a striking tool. You will not only see brutal
punishments but also great wrestling action. Hardy knows a
lot of tricks and moves and has a lot of power. Especially in
his legs. And since Knut accepts not everything anymore you
see a lot of exciting scenes with mean tricks. They tie on their
hair as well as on their trousers, even on their balls. Hardy
squeezes Knut with his feet. Than closes his mouth and nose
with his hands so that Knut has to surrender. Especially in the
second part Hardy presents himself steel hard and uses Knut
as his toy boy. Knut counters with ballgraps and shreds
Hardy&acute;s trousers. But he cannot really fight back. He
has to suffer the torture which is more an abuse. When Hardy
realizes he has upper hand Knut is forced to do sit-ups and
pushups. If he does a mistake he gets strokes with a ruler. At
one point Knut can fight back for some time and shred
Hardy`s shorts. But you don&acute;t have to wait long for
Hardy&acute;s revenge. He strips Knut completely and lets
him do the exercises naked. Knut has only one option: run.

Play length approx 50 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Pervert Punishment 2 :
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shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download HD.

In catalog since Friday 16 September, 2016
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